Cat 3126 fuel system diagram

Complete digital official shop manual contains service, maintenance, and troubleshooting
information for the Caterpillar B, E Engine. It is the same factory shop manual used by dealers
that guaranteed to be fully functional to save your precious time. This manual for Caterpillar B,
E Engine is divided into different sections. Each section covers a specific component or system
and, in addition to the standard service procedures, includes disassembling, inspecting, and
assembling instructions. A table of contents is placed at the beginning of each section. Pages
are easily found by category, and each page is expandable for great detail. It is in the
cross-platform PDF document format so that it works like a charm on all kinds of devices. You
do not need to be skilled with a computer to use the manual. The operation of the Hydraulic
Electronic Unit Injector HEUI fuel system is completely different from any other type of fuel
system that is actuated mechanically. The HEUI fuel system is completely free of adjustment.
Adjustments to the components that are mechanical can not be made. These fuel system
components must not be disassembled. Disassembly will damage the components. If the
components have been disassembled, Caterpillar may not allow a warranty claim or Caterpillar
may reduce the warranty claim. All fuel systems for diesel engines use a plunger and barrel in
order to pump fuel under high pressure into the combustion chamber. This fuel is pumped into
the combustion chamber in precise amounts in order to control engine performance. The HEUI
uses engine oil under high pressure in order to power the plunger. All other fuel systems use a
fuel injection pump camshaft lobe in order to power the plunger. Because the HEUI is much
different, a technician must use different troubleshooting methods. The HEUI operates in the
same way as a hydraulic cylinder in order to multiply the force of the high pressure oil. By
multiplying the force of the high pressure oil, the HEUI can produce injection pressures that are
very high. This multiplication of pressure is achieved by applying the force of the high pressure
oil to a piston. The piston is larger than the plunger by approximately six times. The piston that
is powered by engine lubrication oil under high pressure pushes on the plunger. This engine
lubrication oil under high pressure is called the actuation pressure of the oil. The actuation
pressure of the oil generates the injection pressure that is delivered by the unit injector.
Injection pressure is greater than actuation pressure of the oil by approximately six times. Low
actuation pressure of the oil results in low injection pressure of the fuel. During conditions of
low speed such as idle and start, low injection pressure is utilized. High actuation pressure of
the oil results in high injection pressure of the fuel. During conditions of high speed such as
high idle and acceleration, high injection pressure is utilized. There are many other operating
conditions when the injection pressure is between the minimum and the maximum. Regardless
of the speed of the engine, the HEUI fuel system provides infinite control of injection pressure.
The ECM is a powerful computer that provides total electronic control of engine performance.
The ECM uses data from engine performance that is gathered by several sensors. Then, the
ECM uses this data in order to make adjustments to the fuel delivery, injection pressure and
injection timing. The ECM contains programmed performance maps software in order to define
horsepower, torque curves and rpm. This software is commonly called the personality module.
The software has already been installed in the replaceable computer chip. The B and E diesel
truck engines do not have a replaceable personality module. The flash function of Cat ET will be
used during the reprogramming. ECM 15 logs faults of engine performance. This is done by
setting each injector to the same position while control linkage is in a fixed position called the
synchronizing position. Control linkage is at synchronizing position when cylinder No. Since
injector No. Always synchronize an injector when it has been removed and reinstalled. Remove
fuel shutoff solenoid to allow injector rack control linkage to move freely during injector
synchronization. Remove fuel shutoff solenoid using Spanner Wrench 4C See Fig. Remove
valve cover from intake manifold. Remove 4 bolts and cylinder No. Apply a small amount of
clean engine oil to top of injector. Install Injector Spring Compressor 1U to cylinder head and
injector. Tighten bolt on Spring Compressor 1V which is threaded into cylinder head hole for
rocker arm assembly. This compresses injector. Tap lightly with a soft hammer on spring
compressor directly above injector to ensure free movement of injector rack bar. We carry a
great selection of fuel system components for caterpillar series engines including lift pumps
and fuel filters. Nowadays we are excited to announce that we have discovered an awfully
interesting niche to be pointed out namely cat fuel system diagram. Caterpillar fuel system
diagram. Our knowledgeable inside sales staff will gladly assist you. Next if the solenoid has
power to it. All you will need after removing the fuel lines is a 13 mm socket for the 2 bolts. Does
your fuel system have a manual pump. If it is a engine it should have a serial number that starts
with 7as or 8yl. Air conditioning kits attachments batteries belts cabs cat reman products cat
certified rebuild cylinder seals drive train electronics engine parts filters fluids ground engaging
tools hand tools hardware and fasteners hydraulics lights accessories machine security system
mss machine service tools planned maintenance kits radios accessories retrofits seals and o

rings seats sensors shop supplies tires undercarriage work area vision system wavs
yellowmark. Categories cute cat images. Cat they replaced fuel filters. Visit the post for more.
Caterpillar 66 i changed fuel filters how do i bleed the fuel system. If so then crack open a fuel
line at the furthest injector from the pump and try to see if the fuel has leaked down out of the
rail. If a cat diesel engine doesnt have good fuel pressure it can cause a lot of performance
related issues. Cat fuel system diagram 15 pictures thank you for visiting our site. Ask your own
medium and heavy trucks question. Many individuals searching for specifics of cat fuel system
diagram and definitely one of them. I need your assistance in providing me with awiring diagram
for caterpillar engine thats fitted on a ccc dumpster please help. Caterpillar how to prime the
fuel system. Truck stalled in middle of the road and would not start. The pump runs off of a
offset shaft. School bus mechanic cat fuel system schematic cat sel fuel injection pump i have a
topkick with cat the truck loses prime and is cat wiring diagram data. We offer parts for b and e
diesel engines. The fuel pump is connected to the back of the heui pump and is held on by 2
bolts. This video goes over the proper component identification and troubleshooting for most
cat. The pump is not timed. Category listings caterpillar starting problems refresh thread title. If
you do not see the part you are looking for please use our quote request form or call us at Fuel
line. Tube, fuel sply tag How do you take off the fuel pump on a Cat ? Posting Komentar. Cat
Fuel Shut Off Solenoid Wiring Diagram After finding out the fuel routing there is a check valve
and one little screen before the. Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan
Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact
Privacy Policy Disclaimer. View local price, availiablity and more. Shopping At. This site uses
cookies for functional, performance, and targeting purposes. By closing this message box or
continuing to use this website, you consent to our use of cookies for these purposes. To learn
more, please visit our Legal Notices - Cookie Page. Save time and remove the hassle - enter
your equipment information once and then save it for future use. Contact Us about this item.
Purchase of this product requires an additional deposit that is refundable when you return the
old core to the selling Caterpillar dealer. The core deposit is refunded upon return of an
acceptable core used part to your dealer. In order to qualify for a core deposit refund, the core
must meet acceptance criteria. Core acceptance criteria may vary by product - please contact
your dealer for full details. This item has been successfully added to your list. Customer
Service:. Services Offered:. Store Hours:. Account :. Change account or store location Change
store location. Find Local Store. Go to Cart. We cannot register you at this time, please contact
your local Cat dealer. Shop as Guest. Clear all filters. Apply Changes. Find Local Dealer Stores.
Sign In Create Account. Driving Directions. To see more dealer stores, please enter a new
location. We have received your registration and null will notify you upon completion of your
account. Save to my equipment. Please enter a unique identifier for your equipment. You can
create a nickname or ID that your company uses to identify this equipment. Please enter a valid
serial number beginning with three alphanumeric characters followed by numeric characters e.
The serial number plate is typically found on the back of the engine block. Save Equipment.
Unable to save your equipment. Sorry, the system is not able to save your equipment at this
time. You can continue shopping for this equipment or try saving later
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. Continue Shopping. Dealer price and inventory are currently unavailable. You may still build
an order and submit it to your dealer to complete your transaction, or try again later.
Specifications US Metric. Facet Value. Clear All. Sorted by Relevance. Showing 8 of 9. An error
occurred while processing your request. Please contact your dealer or PCC Support. Contact
Us. Core Deposit. Contact Dealer. Add To Cart. Check Price. Brand Cat. Horsepower Range - ,
Compare Compare. Horsepower Range , , , - Horsepower Range - Horsepower Range , Horsepower Range - , - , - , - , Horsepower Range Compare Add more to compare Added. Final
price, including freight if applicable , will be displayed on the order confirmation page prior to
placing the order, where GST will be shown on a total invoice approach. Final price, including
GST, and freight if applicable , will be displayed on the order confirmation page prior to placing
the order, where GST will be shown a total invoice approach. Shop Local.

